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The major motto of this study is to address about police psychology in treating the criminals, 

there are lot of cases which are dealt by police department with an approach of  the psychology 

rather than out bursting suddenly with criminals .Police officers shall not able to deal the 

criminals in police department without applying psychology tools because criminals mind and 

attitudes would be so unyielding and stubborn in order to hideout their blunder though police 

department  gave much truth telling treatment .Criminals are used to apply their mind so strongly 

and diplomatically than police officers in order to commit a crime rapidly and escape from that 

crime rapidly ,for which they will apply their criminals behaviours so meticulously with an aim 

to escape from their crime and hideout their criminal behaviours .In dealing criminals police 

have to adopt certain criminals psychology method in order  to fetch suitable results from them 

for a particular crime. 
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Introduction  

In India, population explosion is increasing day by day beyond the sources of natural and 

artificial as government is not able to manage by  making a new law and polices .This growth 

rate is impinging on police, officers  and other government agencies to control the violence, 

thief, plunders, crime and malpractices ,all these notorious activities are done daily by the 

criminals in India ,rather than making stern law, government is giving much responsibilities to 

control the all the  above  said activities .In this aspects police department is applying criminal 

psychology  in dealing criminals in police department ,this approach is done by the police 

officers to bring out truth and reality from the criminals with an aim to deliver justice to victim 

family .Criminals would not  be rectified if police department let them in their propensity so, 

police officers are necessary to apply their truth fetching psychology approach while they  deal 
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criminals in police custody .This is a continuous process of police department to apply their anti-

crime psychology on criminals with an interest to justify their crimes to the judiciary and public 

knowledge .According India’s democratic rile and law department of police and CBI have to 

enquiry criminals by adopting intimating and panic making psychology while they treat 

criminals in the police custody with an aim to bring out plausible evidence of  a crime done by 

the criminals .Criminals heart ,proclivity, psychology and behaviours would be entirely apart 

from the common man perceptions because that is trained, generated  and structure one by them 

for long days in order  to do crime in a concrete and secret ways. Their plan and actions of a 

crime could be com know to the police officers after it was popularised and informed by the 

public, they are associated, mingled and integrated with social system and common people, due 

to crime and criminals behaviours criminal person’s name s are knowing to common people 

knowledge, after ward there prevails pace and gap between common people and criminals that 

gap is naming criminals and citizens. In this way police officers are applying criminals 

psychology to know truth of a crime done by the criminals with tools of criminal psychology .It 

has been much usefull to the police officers in terms of understanding and identifying criminals 

backgrounds and crime styles, this approach is highly helpful to them for get justice to the 

affected people by the criminals. 

Application of Police Psychology 

There are lot differences and distinctions between the police officers and criminals, in this way 

most of police officers are getting jobs from the criminals and their jobs are meaningful without 

laziness by the presence of the criminals ,whose bad behaviours, criminal  activities and 

antisocial activities are being as the major work task of the police officers and also being sources 

of their livelihood .Police officers will know all  the activities of  the criminals since they are 

facing continuously criminals problems and dealing criminal cases ,truth from the criminals 

would  be brought to lights by the stern duty and works of  the police officers ,where police 

psychology would be applied that psychology is classified in two categories soft and coercion 

,criminals would be treated in a soft way by the police officers  as their family member friend 

and well-wishers by telling lovable and affectionate knife stories and coercion aspects criminals 

will be intimidated and threaten  by telling the consequences of the crime and punishment of the 

law ,beyond this physical threatening  also would be applied on them unless they are not obeying 
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to above said two methods .Though police officers are seeming as a close friend of criminals for  

the sight of public but they will distinguish as a police officers after criminals were jailed and 

imprisoned ,until that happen the police officers will keep applying police psychology on them to 

get punishment to him and justice to the  affected  family members. 

Good person and Bad person could be diagnosed  

The major purpose of the police psychology is to make distinguish good people from the bad 

people instead of treating all the people to same platform. Rather than police power, police 

psychology playing pivotal role in deducting the criminal from the civil society. A criminal will 

impose his crime on other just for escape where innocent will be forced that he does not that 

crime but the police officers have to deduct who is criminal and innocent by applying the 

criminal psychology. According to police department they  are not learning criminal psychology 

but they are deriving from the experiences of the so many cases and criminals treatments in 

police custody .They will able  to find and deduct the criminals and good persons after knowing 

the fact of the crime and records and application of critical police psychology  skills are playing 

significant role in deducting innocent and criminals .Through police punishment activities the 

criminals would fear  for a short term until say truth but his character s could  not  be changed 

but judiciary is  changing their  characters by providing long year imprisonment with penalty. 

Thus why police department is function toward arresting the criminals to produce in judiciary for 

derive long term legal punishment and imprisonment, to catch and get truth from the criminals 

police department will apply so many police psychology that will be known to all of us 

practically unless they use those strategy criminals rate would be increased without fear and 

panic. 

Role of Psychology 

Psychology is a common device and tool ,are used and applied on differ domains and disciplines 

toward make changes, find truth and reasons .Through these tools so many changes 

,developments and improvements are happened and happening day by day in all the department 

and portfolio of the government and non government administration and institutions .Especially 

psychology is used in different aspects with diversified intentions which are helpful to human 

being and government administrations .Its role is being inevitable in day to day life of human 
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being and organisation to  conduct human being life peaceful and run organisation without stress. 

Especially psychology is used in police department twenty four hours in with an aim and interest 

to find out truth and culprits because culprit used to accuse the innocents in order to escape from 

his mistakes so, police officers shall apply criminal psychology to diagnose truth of a case and 

find out the culprits. In most of cases it is used in a positive ways with an interest to invent new 

phenomena and truth in multiple sectors ,some time it would be used in negative ways by the 

police officers to find out truth once they feel difficult to deal the criminals ,unyielding and 

inflexible behaviours of the criminals will make police officers to apply truth deducting criminal 

psychology toward fetch justice to the affected people and revel to the judiciary that particular 

person is criminal in a cognitive ways .Owing to police officer’s hard and coercion look the 

criminals would fear with an intention to say truth unless they fear police officers will apply their 

styles of treatment in terms of make criminals to accept his crime and mistakes .Generally its 

role is good in terms of resolving so many psychology oriented problems  without revenging 

anybody else ,in other hand it would be used to forecast all the phenomena to prevent hazardous 

problems and predicts good and bad events of organisations and other  institutions .In the same 

way criminals are revealing their crime activities to the police officers by seeing their crime 

finding psychology ,it was derived by the most of  police officers while some of police officers 

are reading . 

Conclusion 

Unless police officers are having psychological approach in dealing the criminals definitely they 

would get confusion and perplexity in dealing their cases because criminals will  be having 

strong forbearance  as not able to obey and fear to the treatment of police officers .So, police 

officers have to show  fear more than their forbearance along with the help of psychological 

treatment and assistance ,unless they follow this method they would be getting continuous head 

ache ,pressures and tensions as they not able to response to either to higher officers or family 

.Because Psychology makes police officers to think extensively and deeply in a way  to 

accomplish their desired goals without  fail ,like wise in dealing criminals behaviour and 

attitudes this approach would be helpful to find out good person and bad person among the civil 

society. 
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